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Sky Glass. The only TV with Sky inside
The UK’s most highly rated shows on Sky Entertainment & Netflix. No dish, just plug and play.
Available in:
	S43"smalll - 43"
	M55"medium - 55"
	L65"large - 65"

	Ceramic white
	Dusky pink
	Racing green
	Ocean blue
	Anthracite black



Upfront fee from £10. Subject to status and credit check. 18-month contract. Prices may change during this period.
Get started




[image: ]Transform Sky Glass with Sky Live
The new interactive camera that will change the way you chat, play, watch TV and workout from the comfort of your home.
£6 a month with Sky Glass.
a month with Sky Glass


Buy Sky Glass & Sky LiveLearn More
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Sky inside
The only TV with Sky Inside. So you can stream every channel, show and app over WiFi. No dish. No box. No fuss.
Streamed over WiFi with a minimum download speed of 25Mb/sTake a closer look




“The future of Sky is here... it’s great having all your shows in one place”
  – Stuff
[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]
Read all reviews
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The smarter TV
Only Sky Glass puts a world of TV at your instant voice command. Find anything in a flash, create an endless playlist, store recordings in the cloud, restart shows on any channel, and discover more with intelligent recommendations. It’s next level easy.
Explore Playlist and recordings

Recordings,
only better
Playlist your favourite shows across apps, channels, the TV guide and on demand. Past, present and future. Simply press ‘+’ to create your endless personal Playlist.




Start,
from the start
Never miss a moment with Restart. No matter what channel you’re watching, restart it from the beginning. You can even skip through the bits you don’t want to watch. Sorted.




Recorded,
saved, sorted
With Playlist, you can record shows from Sky, TNT Sports, Alibi, Gold, Kids, and more. Or you can save a show to watch for later using the BBC iPlayer, ITV Hub, and All4 apps. And it’s all in the cloud. So no need to worry about storage or clashes.
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Sonic. Boom
Six powerful speakers. Epic subwoofer. All built-in for spine-tingling 360° Dolby Atmos®  sound. Concert. Cinema. Stadium. Sky Glass puts you there.
Content must be optimised to experience Dolby Atmos® soundTake a closer look



[image: ]Pixel. Perfect
Quantum Dot technology brings a quantum leap in picture quality. With next level contrast and Ultra HD. Sky Glass is a billion colours better.
Take a closer look







“A sophisticated premium TV streaming platform, distinctive design, colour-rich 4K pictures and a contract payment plan”
  – Tech Advisor
[image: ][image: ][image: ][image: ]
Read all reviews
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TV never looked so good


Cutting-edge design. Precision engineering. With a palette of five unique colours, Sky Glass is both a technology choice and a style statement.


Select a product colour:

SelectedCeramic white
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Doesn’t cost the Earth
With sustainability at its heart, Sky Glass is the world’s first TV to be certified CarbonNeutral®. Because the world can’t wait.
Take a closer look
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Hi tech. Low price
Sky Glass is the ultimate all-inclusive package deal. With easy monthly payments, it’s cutting-edge tech and money-saving value. Win, win.


Go all
inclusive
With Sky Glass, everything you need is built in. So no need to pay for screen, soundbar and box separately. It’s the ultimate package deal.




0%
APR
Now you can buy a TV like a mobile phone. Get Sky Glass on a monthly payment plan, with 0% interest. So no need to shell out loads of cash in one go. Makes perfect sense really.




A warranty,
just in case
Sky Glass comes with a two-year warranty as standard. So in the unlikely event something does go wrong, you’re covered.
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Transform Sky Glass with Sky Live
Transform the way you watch and use your TV forever. Video call from your living room on the big screen. Use your body as a controller with interactive gaming. Watch your favourite TV shows and live sport with your loved ones - even when you’re not together. Workout with a personal trainer, on your TV.
Learn more




“Sky Glass brings the entire sky package together into one gloriously simple TV package”
  – Trusted Reviews
Read all reviews


[image: ]Sky Glass. The only TV with Sky inside
Enjoy the UK’s most highly rated shows on Sky Entertainment & Netflix. No dish, just plug and play.
Upfront fee from £10. Subject to status and credit check. 18-month contract. Prices may change during this period.
Three simple sizes
	S43"Small - 43" - 43"
	M55"Medium - 55" - 55"
	L65"Large - 65" - 65"


A choice of five colours
	Ceramic white
	Dusky pink
	Racing green
	Ocean blue
	Anthracite black




Get startedSee in store



The fast track to your TV


The streaming TV from Sky, with Sky Inside

[image: ]
Available in:
	S43"Small - 43" - 43"
	M55"Medium - 55" - 55"
	L65"Large - 65" - 65"

	Ceramic white
	Dusky pink
	Racing green
	Ocean blue
	Anthracite Black



No dish. No messy wires. Everything built in43” Sky Glass on 48m interest free loan. Upfront fee from £10. Subject to status & credit check. 18-month contract. Prices may change during this period. New Sky Glass customers only.



The streaming TV from Sky, with Sky Inside, Buy now


Say hello to colour TV
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Available in:
	S43"Small - 43" - 43"
	M55"Medium - 55" - 55"
	L65"Large - 65" - 65"

	Ceramic white
	Dusky pink
	Racing green
	Ocean blue
	Anthracite Black



No dish. No messy wires. Everything built in43” Sky Glass on 48m interest free loan. Upfront fee from £10. Subject to status & credit check. 18-month contract. Prices may change during this period. New Sky Glass customers only.



Say hello to colour TV, Buy now


Small. Medium. Large. Simple.
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Available in:
	S43"Small - 43" - 43"
	M55"Medium - 55" - 55"
	L65"Large - 65" - 65"

	Ceramic white
	Dusky pink
	Racing green
	Ocean blue
	Anthracite Black



No dish. No messy wires. Everything built in43” Sky Glass on 48m interest free loan. Upfront fee from £10. Subject to status & credit check. 18-month contract. Prices may change during this period. New Sky Glass customers only.



Small. Medium. Large. Simple., Buy now











Take a closer look
[image: ]Picture & Sound
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Not quite what you're after?
You’re now able to buy Refurbished Sky Glass in all colours and sizes. They have been fully functionally tested and repaired where necessary by our team of experts. And are backed with the same 24-month warranty as a brand new Sky Glass. Prices start from £449 or £9pm (for 48 months). Visit your nearest Sky retail store for more information.
Click here for more information
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